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Abstract 
In spite of many studies tackling different kinds of second language errors, there are fewer studies 
done on errors of preschool children and so few probing the sources of such errors. The aim of the 
present study is to investigate error production in Russian-Latvian bilingual children acquiring Latvian 
as the second language (L2) through formal L2 instruction, provide an evidence for the possible 
sources L2 errors could be ascribed to, and develop some recommendations for dealing with 
problematic aspects. The data of erroneous utterances of 5-6 year olds (44 in total) were collected 
from the L2 classes in a pre-school educational institution with the Russian language of instruction 
(PEI), as well as gathered from the experimental study [1], [2] administered to determine the children’s 
L2 lexical and grammatical competence. Errors were identified, classified and tabulated. The types of 
errors were compared with the types of errors made by other senior preschoolers in the 2015 study. It 
has been concluded that it is difficult for children to use the proper forms of nouns, pronouns and 
verbs to make agree them in gender, number and inflexion. From the errors made in utterances four 
categories were formed – phonological errors, lexico-semantic errors, morpho-syntactic errors, and 
change of code errors. From the point of view of how the surface structures of L2 are deviated, it was 
found out that omission and misformation errors are typical for the early stages of L2 acquisition. 
Concerning the sources of errors the findings illustrate three categories of errors: interlingual (mother 
tongue (L1) influence), intralingual (L2-influence) and mutual (both L1- and L2-influence). The results 
imply that children learning L2 use mother tongue knowledge (e.g., borrowing, coinage) to cope with 
difficulties. Erroneous production can be based on a variety of factors, such as, insufficient knowledge 
of words and language structures, as well as individual characteristics and learning context, which is 
not always authentic. In future, the process of teaching L2 in PEI should be more closely linked to the 
Latvian environment. It is recommended to raise children’s consciousness to those problematic areas 
that hinder communication.  

Keywords: Pre-school education, second language (L2-Latvian), formal L2 instruction, types of errors, 
sources of error, interlingual / intralingual errors. 

1 INTRODUCTION  
In Latvia, a new bilingual education model will be introduced in grades 1-6 [3], therefore, it is important 
to explore Latvian as the second language (L2) problematic aspects, i.e. L2 errors of those 5-6 year 
old Russian-Latvian bilingual children who studied Latvian through pre-school programs adopting 
formal L2 instruction. Moreover, in spite of many studies tackling different kinds of second language 
errors, there are fewer studies done on errors of preschool children and so few probing the sources of 
such errors. 

1.1 The importance of learners’ errors  
When a child creates his second language, for example, when he tries to express an idea by using a 
linguistic form he has not yet acquired, he will most likely make errors. Attempts for better 
understanding of the process of second language acquisition/learning and errors produced by 
learners, have been made for a long time ([4], [5], [6], [7], [8]). Nowadays, errors are not seen as 
something negative, they are considered to be more like the norm, not the exception. Corder [4] 
claims, “a learner’s errors … are significant in [that] they provide to the researcher evidence of how 
language is learned or acquired, what strategies or procedures the learner is employing in the 
discovery of the language” [9, p.164]. The errors are important because they (a) tell the teacher what 
he or she should teach, (b) are a source of information for the researcher about how the learning 
proceeds, and (c) allow the learners to test their L2 hypotheses [7, p.12]. The types of errors and 
modifications that children make, when imitating speech provide us with vital insight into the child's 
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level of linguistic knowledge [10, p.28]. They are no doubt important in preschool children L2 learning 
and teaching, as they provide new insights and techniques to the language teachers and linguists in 
sorting out the problems related to language learning. The objective of the current study is to examine 
what types of errors are common in the speech production of senior preschoolers acquiring Latvian as 
the second language in an instructional setting, and to analyze the sources of these errors. 

1.2 Error classification  
Many studies concerning error have focused on the nature and classification of error ([4], [5], [6], [7]; 
[8], [9], [11]).  Corder  [4] categorized  errors  into  four  main  classes: omission  of  some  required 
element,  addition  of  some  unnecessary  or  incorrect  element,  selection  of  incorrect element,  
and  disordering  of  elements.  Within each  language  class  level  are phonology, morphology, 
lexicon, grammar, and discourse.  Based  on  statements  by Dulay,  Burt,  and  Krashen  [11],  the  
most  appropriate  and common  classification  of  errors  is linguistic  category,  surface  category,  
comparative taxonomy, and communicative effect taxonomy [11, p.146-192]. 

Linguistic category taxonomy indicates in which component of language the error is located, e.g., 
phonology (pronunciation), syntax and morphology (auxiliaries, prepositions, adjectives, etc.). These 
taxonomies classify errors according to the language component or linguistic constituent (or both of 
them) which is affected by the error. Among language components phonology, syntax and 
morphology, semantics and lexicon, and discourse are counted. Researchers use the linguistic 
category taxonomy as either the only one or combined with some other taxonomy.  

Surface strategy taxonomy concentrates on the ways in which surface structures are altered and 
deviate. For example; learners may omit necessary items – omission, add unnecessary ones – 
addition, they may misform items – misformation, or misorder them – misordering. Omission is typical 
for the early stages of L2 acquisition, whereas in the later stages misordering, or overuse are much 
more common. James [7], in his study, showed the different types of learners' errors relating to 
omission, overinclusion, misselection, blends.  

Dulay, Burt and Krashen [11, p.145] claim that linguistic category taxonomy and surface strategy 
taxonomy are two basic ways of categorizing learners’ errors. These are descriptive taxonomies that 
classify errors according to some observable surface feature of the error itself, without reference to its 
underlying cause or source.   

Comparative taxonomy classifies errors on the basis of comparing the structure of L2 errors to other 
types of constructions, most commonly to errors made by children during their L1 acquisition of the 
language in question. These comparisons have resulted the 2 major error categories within this 
taxonomy: developmental errors are errors which are similar to those made by children learning their 
L1, interlingual errors are defined as errors that reflect native language structure regardless of internal 
processes or external condition that spawn them. The similar type of error is interference or transfer, it 
means that the learner’s native language somehow interferes with the learning of L2. In addition to 
these two major error categories above, there are ambiguous errors, which could be classified equally 
as developmental or interlingual errors, and the other errors.  

Communicative effect taxonomy focuses on the effect the errors have on the listener or reader. It 
deals much with distinguishing between errors that seem to cause miscommunication and those that 
do not. This type of taxonomy is categorized errors into global errors, which affect overall sentence 
organization and significantly hinder communication (e.g., wrong order of major constituents, missing, 
wrong, or misplaced sentence connectors) and local errors, which effect constituent in a sentence, 
and do not usually hinder communication significantly (e.g., formation of quantifiers, etc.). 

For the purpose of the present study linguistic category taxonomy in combination with surface strategy 
taxonomy and comparative taxonomy were used for organizing and analyzing the erroneous 
utterances of Russophone children. The entire idea of focusing on errors using different taxonomies is 
thought to be useful to help identify patterns, why they are produced. 

1.3 Sources of error 
Identifying sources of errors can be considered a part of error classification. Error analysis examines 
errors attributable to all possible sources. Among the most frequent sources of errors Brown [9, p. 
173-181] counts interlingual transfer, intralingual transfer, context of learning, and various 
communication strategies the learners use. James [7] similarly classifies errors according to their 
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source into four categories with the difference that he uses induced errors for the category – context of 
learning. 

Interlingual transfer, i.e. mother-tongue influence, causes interlingual errors. They are very frequent at 
the initial stages of L2 learning. The L1 is the only language system the learner knows and can draw 
on, therefore, negative transfer takes place. This process can occur in all aspects of language 
including the vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation. When transfer results in something correct 
because the rules of the first and the second language overlap, this is referred to as positive transfer. 
By contrast, when transfer results in something incorrect this is referred to as negative transfer, also 
known as interference [11].  

Intralingual transfer is the source of intralingual errors. Brown [9] gives only overgeneralization as a 
representation of negative intralingual transfer, but Richards [5] gives specific attention to several 
types of errors, observed in the English acquisition as a L2, which do not derive from transfer or 
interference from native language. He classifies errors into intralingual errors and developmental 
errors. Intralingual errors are those which reflect the general characteristics of rule learning, e.g., faulty 
generalization, incomplete application of rules, and failure to learn conditions under which rules are 
applied. Developmental errors are those which illustrate the learner’s attempting to build up 
hypotheses about English language from his own limited experience of it in the classroom or textbook, 
e.g., overgeneralization, ignorance of rule restrictions, incomplete application of rule and false concept 
hypothesized [5]. 

Context of learning refers to the setting where a language is learnt, e.g. a classroom or a social 
situation, and also to the teacher and materials used in the lessons. All these factors can cause 
induced errors. Learners can make errors because a misleading explanation from the teacher, faulty 
presentation of a structure or word in a textbook, or even because of a patent that was rotely 
memorized in a drill but not properly contextualized [9]. James [7] divides induced errors into the 
following subcategories: materials-induced errors, teacher-talk induced errors, exercise-based induced 
errors, errors induced by pedagogical priorities, look-up errors. 

Communication strategies are consciously used by the learners to get a message across to the 
hearer. They can involve both verbal and non-verbal communication mechanisms. The following 
communication strategies can be used: avoidance (e.g. syntactic, lexical, phonological or topic 
avoidance), prefabricated patterns, cognitive and personality styles, appeal to authority, language 
switch (the learner uses his or her native language to get the message across, regardless of the fact 
that the hearer may not know the native language) [9]. 

The present paper mostly focuses on interlingual transfer and intralingual transfer sources of errors 
when dealing with the causes and reasons behind the Russophone preschoolers’ types of errors. 
Context of learning and communication strategies have not been thoroughly investigated in this study. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Participants 
The participants of the study were 5–6 year old bilingual children (44 in total), speaking Russian (L1) 
and acquiring their L2 (Latvian) in an instructional setting according to the Minority Preschool 
Education Program (with instruction in Russian) [12]. All the children involved in the study come from 
monolingual families and have started studying Latvian from the age of 3 adopting formal L2 
instruction (10-12 min) with two classes per week, from the age of 4 – 15-20 min per week, from the 
age of 5 they had classes three times per week (20-25 min), but at the age of 6 at kindergarten they 
had 30 min classes three times a week. In formal context children acquired their L2 deliberately and 
developed the language skills purposefully. However, the learners were also motivated to learn the 
language through informal language environment throughout the pedagogical process: in real 
everyday situations during extra-curricular activities, games and walks. The types of errors of these 
children are compared with the types of errors of other children in the 2015 study [13]. 

2.2 Research instruments and procedures 
The instruments used in the study included Error Analysis (EA) and an interview.  

Error analysis (EA) has proven to be the most effective approach to second language learners’ errors. 
James [7, p.1] defines error analysis as “the process of determining the incidence, nature, causes and 
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consequences of unsuccessful language”, and refers to EA as the study of linguistic ignorance which 
investigates “what people do not know and how they attempt to cope with their ignorance” [7, 62-63]. 
Corder [4] suggests that error analysis can be distinguished from ‘performance analysis’ in that sense 
that performance analysis is the study of the whole performance data from individual learners, 
whereas the term EA is reserved for the study of erroneous utterances produced by groups of 
learners. He associates the error vs. mistake distinction to the issue of competence vs. performance. 
In this way, errors are seen as failures of competence and mistakes as failures of performance. For 
the purpose of the present study an L2-Latvian error committed by Russophone preschoolers is 
defined as a deviant committed at any language level of L2 (Latvian) as a result of violating language 
rules particular to the Latvian language. 

According to  Ellis   [6],  error  analysis  is  a  procedure  of  gathering  models  of  the  learner’s  
language, detecting  any  errors  in  the  models,  labeling  these  errors,  categorizing  them according  
to their hypothesized sources, and weighing their significance. In order to examine Russophone 
preschoolers’ L2 errors, the data of erroneous utterances were collected from the Latvian language 
classes in a pre-school educational institution with the Russian language of instruction (PEI), as well 
as gathered from the experimental studies ([1], [2]) administered to determine the preschoolers’ L2 
lexical and L2 grammatical competence. Errors were detected, classified and analyzed in accordance 
with the sources underlying their production: L1-based – interlingual errors, L2-based – intralingual 
errors (“intralingual errors” and “developmental errors” according to Richards [5]) and L1- and L2- 
based – mutual (“ambiguous errors” and “the other errors” according to Dulay, Burt and Krashen 
[11]).Three error classification taxonomies, i.e. linguistic category taxonomy in combination with 
surface strategy taxonomy and comparative taxonomy, were used as a basis for organizing and 
analyzing the erroneous speech production of preschool children. The types of errors were compared 
with the types of errors committed by other senior preschoolers in the 2015 study. 
The interview was used to obtain more detailed information from the Latvian language teacher about 
the children’s L2 error production and possible reasons for their occurrence. 

3 RESULTS  
As the result of the analysis of the erroneous utterances of Russophone children, the error framework 
was developed which represents an eclectic kind of classification the categories of which appear in 
Dulay, Burt and Krashen [11], James [7], and Richards [5].  It has also been created basing on the 
author’s own interpretations of L2 errors committed by children in the study. It is important to draw 
attention to the fact that sometimes there was some overlap between error categories and it was not 
always possible to be certain of the reason(s) for a particular error, therefore precise categorisation 
was not always possible. However, a typology of L2 (Latvian) errors has been created (see Table 1).  

From the point of view of how the surface structures of L2 are deviated, it was found out that from all 
the errors (omission, addition, misselection, misformation, misordering), omission and misformation 
errors were the most typical for Russophone preschool children Latvian acquisition. Omission errors 
were characterized by either the absence of a sound(s) in the middle of the word, e.g. pirdiena instead 
of pirmdiena (Monday) or at the end of the word, e.g., dzelten instead of dzeltens (yellow), telefon 
instead of telefons (telephone), as well as the absence of a word(s) in a sentence, e.g., mammu Oļa 
(mother Oļa) instead of (manu)mammu sauc Oļa ((My) mother’s name is Oļa), zēns grāmata (boy 
book) instead of zēns lasa grāmatu (the boy is reading a book). Children made addition errors by 
inserting an unnecessary noun in a sentence, e.g., Rīt diena piektdiena (Tomorrow day Friday) instead 
of Rīt būs piektdiena (Tomorrow will be Friday). In this utterance the auxilary veb “būs” is omitted, so it 
can be cassified as omission error as well. Misselection errors were committed by the use of the 
wrong form of sound – children selected an incorrect vowel-based or consonant-based type of 
phoneme(s) for a correct one e.g., fioleta instead of violeta (violet), četurtdiena instead of ceturtdiena 
(Thursday), or the use of the wrong word, e.g. bumbieris (pear) instead of bumbas (balls), ziemai (to 
winter) instead of zemei (to earth).  Misformation errors were characterized by the use of the wrong 
grammatical morpheme, for instance, a noun with the incorrect gender, e.g., krēsla instead of krēsls 
(chair), galda instead of galds (table), kirba instead of kirbis (pumpkin), zēnes instead of zēni (boys), 
bumbi instead of bumbas (balls), a noun with the incorrect inflection  in nominative, dative, accusative, 
instrumental or locative declension, e.g., Es redzu vecmāmiņa instead of Es redzu vecmāmiņu (I see a 
grandmother), a verb with the incorrect conjugation, e.g., zēni sēdi  instead of zēni sēž (the boys are 
sitting), and incorrect structure, such as Man ir Vova (I have Vova) instead of Mani sauc Vova (My 
name is Vova). Misordering errors were characterized by misordering such word classes as noun 
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and numeral, e.g., gadu seši (years six) instead of seši gadi (six years), or verb and adverb, e.g., bija 
vakar trešdiena instead of vakar bija trešdiena (Yesterday was Wednesday). 

Analysing the collected data, it was found out that children form four categories of errors: 
phonological errors, lexico-semantic errors, morpho-syntactic errors, and change of code errors. 
Each of these categories involves different types of errors. The table below (Table 1) shows that 
change of code errors represent interlingual errors, which took the form of borrowings, as well as 
mutual errors – which took the form of coinages. Borrowing from the native language while 
producing Latvian is quite common in the preschoolers’ speech, for example, sapogi instead of zābaki 
(boots), sok instead of sula (juice), sļiva instead of plūme (plum). An explanation of this use could be 
the lack of such L2 words in the learners’ repertoire and hence, the learner uses L1 words instead, it 
may happen either consciously or unconsciously. According to Brown [9, p. 178-181], language switch 
is one of the communication strategies, by which the learner uses his or her native language to get the 
message across, regardless of the fact that the hearer may not know the native language. Taking into 
account the definition of the error mentioned above, such deviation in a child’s speech was considered 
to be a kind of error in the present study. Apart from borrowing word directly from their mother tongue, 
learners also adapt some Russian words so that they sound like Latvian ones. Such type of words 
James calls coinage – ”inventing a word from L1” [7, p.149]. Although there are different types of 
lexical inventions, the most frequent among those that arise from L1 (Russian) are coinages – 
adaptations of L1 words to the grammatical conventions of L2, using Latvian endings of nouns. The 
reason behind coining new words is that the children lack the knowledge of the lexical unit, so they 
resort to word coinage. For example, ogurcis instead of gurķis (cucumber), grušas instead of bumbieri 
(pears), vinograds instead of vīnogas (grapes), limons instead of citrons (lemon), kļons instead of 
kļava (maple), dubs instead of ozols (oak), varons instead of vārna (crow), zerkalas instead of 
spogulis (mirror), magazins instead of veikals (shop), krasnas instead of sarkans (red). 

The errors thought to be induced by L2, i.e. intralingual errors, took the form of  underextension, 
e.g., policija (police) for policists (policeman), overextension, e. g., sandales (sandals) for kurpes 
(shoes) and words with phonic resemblance., i.e., similar in form but different in meaning – synforms, 
e. g., bumbieris (pear) for bumbas (balls), zaķis (hare) for zeķes (socks). The errors of this type, as the 
name implies, result from confusion between the incorrect and correct words to be used. Being 
confused, the child chooses the incorrect word and substitutes it for the correct one. Such errors 
exhibit a tendency of a wrong choice of a word similar to that intended and thus resulting in a 
semantically deviant utterance. They are developmental and are caused by intralingual association 
and the lack of the sufficient knowledge that enables the children to differentiate between forms and 
their uses. Thus, the source of such errors is L2, i.e. Latvian. It was found out that in a few cases, 
there were some erroneously produced words that were similar in form and meaning, but not correctly 
formed, similar to those when small children acquire their L1-Latvian, i.e. developmental errors, such 
as burcis instead of burkāns (carrot), zīmoja instead of es zīmēju. Thus, preschool children encounter 
difficulties in learning Latvian semantics and morphology and so they commit errors which can be 
attributed to the intralingual errors. The above analysis of incomplete utterances show that to deliver 
the meanings of words, children rely on interlingual as well as intralingual associations. They use 
language switch, coin new words, either use simpler lexis instead of the difficult ones or use 
avoidance strategies and avoid producing the words completely that cause errors in language 
performance as the findings of the study show. When a word is wrongly pronounced, such a word will 
be semantically distorted, for instance, zema (low) for ziema (winter). The reason behind such errors 
could be the inability to pronounce the word properly. In the case of Latvian studied as L2 such errors 
necessitate timely correction on the part of the teacher because vowel length, voiceless and voiced 
first and last consonants, word stress, etc. may have a meaning-differentiating function, as in rīt 
(tomorrow) and rit (flows), pirka (bought) and birka (tag), and so on. Omitting one or more phonemes 
from a word also results in semantically deviant utterances, e. g. kartupe for kartupelis (potatoe)). The 
errors of omission are L2 based. That is, the source of such errors is not L1 rather L2 itself.  

The study has concluded that children at preschool age find it difficult to concord the noun, pronoun, 
and verb forms in their gender, number, conjunction and case. In the children’s speech, there are 
phonologically, semantically, morphologically and syntactically incompletely produced L2 utterances. 
Characteristically, while speaking L2, children use their mother tongue knowledge. As a result, 
children are making incomplete utterances, which are manifested as the partial use of their mother 
tongue – L1 units, for example, es risuju for es zīmēju (I’m drawing), or Latvianization of the native 
language words, such as vinograds for vīnogas (grapes), grušas for bumbieri (pears) - the Latvian 
singular ending -s is added to the Russian word виноград (grapes), and the Latvian plurar ending -as 
is added to the Russian word груши (pears). The complete use of L1, for example, pod stolom instead 
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of zem galda (under the table) during the conversation, shows the desire of children to communicate 
in Latvian. They switch to their native language in order to continue communication. L1 lexemes 
instead of L2 are used as a compensation strategy for uninterrupted communication. It also indicates 
that the use of L2 in daily life is not sufficient to activate the full-fledged acquisition of the Latvian 
language. 

The preschoolers’ types of errors were compared with the types of errors of other senior preschoolers 
in the 2015 study [12]. It has been concluded that there were more types of errors commited in the 
2015 study:  wrong borrowing, i.e. wrong L1 word was used in L2 without any change, such as шубa 
(fur coat) for mētelis (coat), word with the incorrect number, i.e. a noun with incorrect singular 
number in ending was used, such as vīnoga for vīnogas (grapes). In the Latvian language a bunch of 
grapes is always pronounced with plural ending, while in Russian “виноград” there is no plural ending 
for this word, therefore this error was categorized into L1-based errors. There were also some cases 
of semantic errors known as calques or literal translations, e.g., melna maize (in Russian 
“чёрный хлеб”) (black bread) for rupjmaize (brown bread), balts maize (in Russian “белый хлеб”) 
(white bread) for baltmaize (wheat bread), and dissimilar form error, i.e. an L2 word neither similar in 
form nor meaning was used, e.g., burkāns (carrot) for gurķis (cucumber), lācis (bear) for ziema 
(winter). These types of errors were not identified in the data collection of present study. It must be 
noted that quite a lot of the intralingual errors in 2015 were misformation errors commited due to the 
use of an incorrect morphological ending in gender and/or choice of noun declension, for instance, 
degune for deguns (nose), vēdere for vēders (belly), zābakas for zābaki (boots), makaronas for 
makaroni (pasta), vīnogi for vīnogas (grapes), balode for balodis (pigeon), bieta for biete (beetroot), 
galve for galva (head), etc. The proportion of such errors in the data of present study was insignificant.  

Table 1. Classification of L2 (Latvian) errors. 

Error Surfice 
errors Type Definition Examples Source 

C
ha

ng
e 

of
 c

od
e 

er
ro

rs
 

M
is

se
- 

le
ct

io
n Borrowing L1 (Russian) word 

is used in L2 
(Latvian) without 
any change 

rot ® mute (mouth) 
es risuju ® es zīmēju  
(I’m drawing) 

In
te

r-
lin

gu
al

 

M
is

fo
r- 

m
at

io
n 

Coinage A word that does 
not exist in L2 
(Latvian) based on 
L1 (Russian) is 
created 

ogurcis ® gurķis 
(cucumber) 
kamens ® akmens 
(stone) 

M
ut

ua
l 

 

Le
xi

co
-s

em
an

tic
 e

rro
rs

 

M
is

se
le

ct
io

n 
  

Underextension A more general L2 
term is used where 
a specific one is 
needed; the 
meaning is 
narrowed down 

policija (police) ® 
policists (policeman) 
zils (blue) ® gaiši zils 
(light blue)  

In
tra

lin
gu

al
 

Overextension An overly specific 
L2 term is used; the 
meaning is 
overspecified 

sandales (sandals) ® 
kurpes (shoes) 

Synform (similar form)  An L2 (Latvian) 
word similar in form 
(sound similarity) 
but different in 
meaning is used 

bumbieris (pear) ® 
bumbas (balls) 
zeķes (socks) ® zaķis 
(hare) 

M
is

fo
rm

at
io

n 

Lexical - derivational 
morphology 

A word with the 
incorrect gender 
ending is used 

zēnes ® zēni (boys) 
ķirba ® ķirbis (pumpkin) 

   gender 

   developmental  A word applying the 
incorrect group of 
morphemes is used 

burcis ® burkāns 
(carrot) 
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M
or

ph
o-

sy
nt

ac
tic

 e
rro

rs
 

 
M

is
fo

rm
at

io
n 

Inflection  A noun with the 
incorrect inflected 
ending in number, 
case, after 
preposition is used 

bumba ® bumbas 
(balls) 
pavasaris ir silti ® 
pavasarī ir silti (it is 
warm in spring) 
uz dīvāns ® uz dīvāna 
(on the sofa) 

In
tra

lin
gu

al
 

  nouns  
- number 
- case 
- noun after 

preposition  

  adjectives 

- gender 
- number 

An adjective with 
the incorrect 
inflected ending in 
gender or number is 
used 

balts ® (aita ir) balta 
(sheep is white) 
sarkana ® (rozes ir) 
sarkanas (roses are red) 

  numerals 
- gender 

 

A numeral with the 
incorrect inflected 
ending in gender is 
used 

viens (pīle)® viena 
(pīle) (one duck) 

  pronouns 
- gender 

A pronoun with the 
incorrect inflected 
ending in gender is 
used 

viņai (her) ® viņam 
(him) 

Conjugation  A verb with the 
incorrect inflected 
ending is used 

zēni sēdi ® zēni sēž  
(the boys are sitting)   verbs 

M
is

or
-

de
rin

g Wrong word order An utterance with 
necessary words 
misordered is used 

gadu seši (years six) ® 
seši gadi (six years) 

O
m

is
si

on
 

Word omission An utterance with a 
necessary word 
omitted is used 

mammu Oļja (mother 
Oļa) ® mammu sauc 
Oļja (Mother’s name is 
Oļa) 
zēns grāmata (boy 
book) ® zēns lasa 
grāmatu (the boy is 
reading a book). 

Ad
di

ng
 Word addition An utterance with 

an unnecessary 
word added is used 

rīt diena piektdiena 
(tomorrow day Friday) 
® rīt būs piektdiena 
(tomorrow will be 
Friday). 

Ph
on

ol
og

ic
al

 e
rro

rs
 

 
O

m
is

si
on

 

Phoneme omission A word which lacks 
an L2 phoneme(s) 
(vowel-based type 
and consonant-
based type) is used 

dzelten ® dzeltens 
(yellow) 
pirdiena ® pirmdiena 
(Monday) In

tra
lin

gu
al

 

telefon ® telefons 
(telephone) 

In
te

rli
ng

ua
l 

M
is

se
l- 

ec
tio

n  

Wrong phoneme  A word with the 
incorrect L2 
phoneme(s) (vowel-
based type and 
consonant-based 
type) is used 

četurdiena ® 
ceturtdiena (Thursday) 
fioleta ® violets (violet) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The typology of L2 (Latvian) errors, that represents and interprets the types of errors committed in the 
speech production of senior preschoolers according to linguistic criteria, i.e. at what linguistic level 
they occur, surface strategy, i.e. the ways the Latvian language surface structures are deviated, and 
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psycholinguistic criteria, i.e. the sources of the children's errors (interlingual, intralingual, mutual) has 
been proposed. The main types of errors have been described.  

Concerning the sources of errors, it has been concluded that interlingual, i.e. mother tongue (Russian) 
influence errors are more often manifested in change of code errors, while intralingual errors attributed 
to the difficulty of the L2 – in morpho-syntactic errors. From change of code errors, borrowing, i.e. 
using L1 vocabulary lexical transfer, is the most visible effect of the L1 presence. The other noticeable 
effect of L1 can be seen in mutual (L1 and L2) errors, when children combine Russian lexical items 
with a linguistic feature from Latvian – coinage errors, which is a kind of misformation. Intralingual 
errors, such as lexico-semantic errors: underextension, overextension, and synform are misselection 
errors. As concerns morpho-syntactic errors, misformation errors show that children at preschool age 
find it difficult to concord the noun, adjective, numeral, pronoun, and verb forms in their gender, 
number, case, and conjunction. The insufficient knowledge of vocabulary makes children commit 
omission errors. As for the sources of the phonological errors, L1 induced errors – wrong phoneme 
selection (misselection), and intralingual errors – phoneme omission (omission) are typical in 
incompletely produced utterances. It should be noted that apart from the L1 and L2, the performance 
of the children may be affected by other variables, such as the individual characteristics of the learner 
and context of learning, e.g., the amount and quality of input can make a difference in errors L2 
learners produce.  

Identifying errors can help the teacher to prevent the learners from making them in future. To minimize 
L1 induced errors, the teacher of Latvian should pay attention to how to make children aware of the 
differences between L1 and L2. Explicit instruction and intentional learning can be combined with a 
contrastive approach, where the L1 and L2 are compared and similarities and differences singled out 
for errors induced by L1 transfer. When presenting semantic units in classroom, practicing low 
frequent words can improve the learners' use of vocabulary. Such words can cause problems for 
preschoolers and need to be treated more explicitly in comparison with words which are more frequent 
and easily learned and used. This could be taken into account by teachers in choosing which semantic 
area they should pay attention to more than any other in designing their classes and teaching 
resources. A large proportion of errors in children’s speech are intralingual by nature, the source of 
which is not L1 rather L2 itself. Therefore, a rich L2 environment is of vital importance to deal with 
language gaps. In future, the process of teaching L2 in PEI should be more closely linked to the 
Latvian environment. It is recommended to raise children’s consciousness to those problematic lexical 
and grammatical areas that hinder communication. Rehearsing and repeating L2 forms and structures 
in different PEI everyday situations and classes through paying attention to linguistic form can help 
improve learners’ accuracy. Both in developing teaching resources and organizing lessons it is 
advisable to put more emphasis on and give more consideration to problematic L2 areas. It is 
proposed to develop special exercises, and provide methodological recommendations for the teachers 
of Latvian. 
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